INTRODUCTION
maintenance decision-making, and cost minimization. For critical equipment, on-line condition monitoring and on-line fault diagnosis are often needed. There is no single sensor that can reliably obtain all the information required for fault diagnosis. With development of sensor technology, a great deal of monitoring data can be obtained by sensor instruments mounted on equipment. Generally, these sensor data are uncertain because of some unavoidable factors including the random disturbances in measurement environment and system errors of sensor instrument, etc [1] . New challenges have arisen with regard to making more reasonable inferences based on multi-source information with uncertainty.
Dempster-Shafer (DS) evidence theory can combine multi-source information to reduce the uncertainty and yield more accurate diagnosis results than any single-source information [2] . In the framework of DS evidence theory, fault modes are modeled as elements in frame of discernment. The Basic Probability Assignment (BPA) function can be considered as the matching degrees between an on-line testing pattern and each fault template pattern in fault database. These BPAs can be fused by Dempster's rule of combination. A diagnosis decisionmaking can be done according to the fusion results.
Testing pattern (TP) and fault template pattern (FTP) can be extracted respectively from on-line monitoring data and typical historical data reflecting every fault mode. Hence, how to mode TP and FTP based on uncertain data, and obtain BPA according to relation between TP and FTP are two keys in fault diagnosis based on DS evidence theory.
International Electro-technical Commission (IEC) established a Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement. It suggested that statistical approaches can be used for the expression and estimation uncertainty of sensor data [3] . However, statistical approaches are only Xu Xiaobin, Zhou Zhe, Wen Chenglin, Data Fusion Algorithm of Fault Diagnosis Considering Sensor Measurement Uncertainty suitable for data with randomness. Reference [4] also presented that TP and TFP can be all modeled as Gaussian membership functions. BPA can be calculated by fuzzy max-min operator.
Nevertheless, in practice, sensor data have not only randomness caused by disturbances in environment but also non-randomness, i.e., unknown systematic uncertainty, derived from systematic error of sensor itself. Single statistical method or fuzzy method cannot comprehensively deal with two different uncertainties [5] .
Alessandro Ferrero presented that fuzzy variable and random variable can be used to respectively describe unknown systematic uncertainty and random uncertainty, and both kinds of variables can be integrated as "random-fuzzy variable (RFV)" to model sensor data completely and naturally [5] . This paper presents data fusion algorithm of fault diagnosis considering random uncertainty and unknown systematic uncertainty of sensor data. Random-fuzzy variables (RFV) are used to model testing pattern (TP) and fault template pattern (FTP) respectively according to on-line monitoring data and typical historical data. A similarity measure fit for RFVs is given to calculate matching degree between a TP and each FTP in fault database such that BPA can be obtained by normalizing matching degree. Several BPAs provided by many sensor sources are fused by Dempster's rule of combination. A diagnosis decision-making can be done according to the fusion results. The fault diagnosis structure is shown in Figure 1 . Finally, the diagnosis examples of machine rotor system with a vibration displacement sensor (VDS) and a vibration acceleration sensor (VAS) show that the proposed method can enhance accuracy and reliability of fusionbased diagnosis system. , defined as follows [4, 6] : (2) and obeys the following constraints [7, 8] When RFV is adopted to express uncertainties, the widths of the closed intervals 12 [ , ] bb and 34
[ , ] bb in (1) reflect randomness contribution to whole uncertainties. On the other hand, the closed internal interval 23 [ , ] bb in (1) is a type 1 confidence interval and its width reflects the contribution of unknown systematic error to whole uncertainties.
It can be concluded that a RFV can perfectly deal with uncertainties of sensor data because it can not only model randomness and unknown systematic error, but also distinguish their different contributions to whole uncertainties by using a unified form. Suppose x is a variable denoting one of some fault features, which may result from different faults or fault modes. When a certain fault was simulated or really occurred in past monitoring process, x was observed by the corresponding sensor instrument, n data of x was recorded, generally n 200. Thus, statistical histogram can be constructed using these typical historical data.
Gaussian probability density function (pdf) of x is obtained through interpolation fitting.
There is a case in point, for fault diagnosis of a machine rotor system (the detail will be given in The pdf p(x) needs to be transformed into a possibility density function, i.e., an external membership function. The specifics are shown in the following ways [7, 9] .
Firstly, the value x p corresponding to the peak value of pdf is determined, and its membership degree in the external membership function is set 1. Let x L and x R be the bounds of x's
, where x p is mean value, σ is standard deviation. 
The distribution of these points in [x L , x R ] is showed in Figure 4 . The following M+2 nested intervals can be generated 2) Model the inner membership function 2 for non-randomness contribution
The unknown uncertainty (non-randomness) is caused by systematic error of sensor instruments, which can be described by inner membership function. Generally, systematic error is provided by manufacturer, e.g., for the vibration displacement sensor mentioned above, the manufacturer represents systematic error specification as x p ±y%, where y=0.2% describes sensor accuracy. In this case, a rectangular membership function 2, can be used to model the systematic error as shown in Figure 6 . Obviously, the number of calculations required will increase with the numbers of α-cuts. In real applications, generally, the number of row usually is set 100, thus a RFV is represented by a 100 5 matrix [9] . Due to this simplicity, RFV could be conveniently realized through computer programming.
b.ii RFV model of testing patterns
During on-line monitoring and diagnosis, considering the affects of randomness and systematic error, it is unreliable to judge faults by single monitoring datum unless sudden accidents happen, because generation of fault is a gradual change process. Therefore, it is assumed that, at interval t, equipment runs stably and at least m (m 60) monitoring data need to be collected by sensor instrument. Therefore, the method in subsection 3.2.1 can also be used to construct RFV of testing patterns. Comparing with the single monitoring datum or the mean value of several monitoring data, it is able to objectively reflect uncertainties involved in measurements of fault features in time interval Δt.
IV. DETERMINE BPA BASED ON SIMILARITY MEAUSRE BETWEEN RFVs a. Similarity measure between RFVs
In fault diagnosis, it is necessary to calculate matching degree between a testing pattern (TP) and each fault template pattern (FTP) in fault database, and then matching degree will be converted into BPA. If the matching degree between a PT with a certain FTP is maximal, that is to say, the fault about this FTP happens most likely. In this section, a similarity measure fit for RFVs is given to calculate matching degree such that corresponding BPA can be obtained by normalizing matching degree. ≤1, according to (5), we have 0≤S(A,B)≤1. □
Definition 1 For random-fuzzy variables

C2. S(A, B) =1 A=B
Proof. Necessity: if A=B, then d(A,B)=0. e -d(A,B) =1, so S(A,B)=1; Sufficiency: S(A,B)=1 means d(A,B)=0, namely, ,
Li Li Ri Ri E E E E a b a b , so A=B □
C3. S(A, B) =S (B, A)
Proof. Because 
where M a, j and M b, j are min and max mean value of n/5 typical historical data (n typical historical data are divided into 5 subgroup).
The TP for a certain fault is calculated as follows:
where, M o is the mean value of m on-line monitoring data.
The same typical historical and monitoring data are used to construct FTPs and PT about f v . Thus, the parameters in (9) and (10) of F 1 about fault feature f v are shown in Figure 8 .
From Figure 8 , we can see that the ordinate value of crossed points between TP and FTPs, namely, the matching degrees. It is calculated as follows:
Xu Xiaobin, Zhou Zhe, Wen Chenglin, Data Fusion Algorithm of Fault Diagnosis Considering Sensor Measurement Uncertainty Figure 8 . Membership functions of fault templates and tested model
Similarly, by using (8), the corresponding BPA can be obtained as
Comparing with the BPA obtained by (11) , our BPA supports F 1 more definitely, i.e., 0.5111>0.4926. The reason for this predominance is that RFV can model randomness and systemic error more comprehensively. In next section, the fault diagnosis experiments of machine rotor system will further illustrate this predominance in data fusion-based decision-making.
V. FAULT DIAGNOSIS EXPERIMENTS OF MACHINE ROTOR SYSTEM
The proposed method is applied in ZHS-2 machine rotor system shown in Figure 9 Dempster's rule of combination is used to fuse these i pieces of BPAs. Fault diagnosis is made based on fusion results. Generally, the determined fault mode needs to satisfy following conditions [1, 4] , namely, the decision rules:
1) The BPA of the determined fault mode must be maximal. its value should be larger than a given threshold γ, here γ is set 0.6 empirically;
2) m(Θ) must be smaller than a given threshold Δ, here Δ is chosen as 0.3 empirically;
3) The difference between BPA of the determined fault type and BPA of other fault modes must be larger than a given threshold ξ, here ξ is set 0.15 empirically.
The experimental results are listed in table 1. The diagnosis result based on single BPA and fusion results of 4 BPAs are all given. From this table, it can be seen that we cannot correctly diagnose fault only based on single BPA obtained from the corresponding fault feature. But according to the fusion results of all BPAs, we can correctly judge faults, namely, the diagnosis results are identical with the current fault state of rotor system. Moreover, comparing with the fusion results by using method in [4] (listed in table 1), the proposed method can correctly diagnose fault while the method in [4] cannot, e.g., for F 2 in table 1. For the diagnosis of F 1 and F 3 , the both methods can all make correct decisions. However, the BPA of the determined fault obtained by the proposed method is large than that in [4] . The larger the BPA is, the more confident the decision-making is. Furthermore, in order to further validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, the procedures of on-line fault simulations (step 3) is repeated for 100 times. The experimental results are given in table 2. The values outside parentheses are the times of correct diagnosis for both methods, and the values in parentheses are the times that one method is more confident than counterpart. From the table we can see that, for F 1 and F 3 , the both methods can all effective in 100 times of repeated experiments. However, the proposed method is more confident than method in [4] except for twice of diagnostic experiments of F 3 . For F 2 , the method in [4] hardly makes correct decisions, but the proposed method can diagnose fault F 2 in the entire repeated experiments. In conclusion, RFV considers the overall uncertainties of sensor measurement. Moreover, the new similarity measure is appropriate to RFV so that more precise matching results can be obtained, and then the fusion results are also more reasonable.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, random-fuzzy variable, which can represent randomness and unknown systematic error simultaneously, is used to express and deal with the uncertainty in the procedure of sensor measurement. A new similarity measure appropriated for RFVs is presented for matching FTP and TP extracted from sensor data with uncertainty. The matching degree can be transformed into BPA in evidence theory by normalization. Then, Dempster's rule of combination is used to fuse several BPAs provided by many sensor instruments. The fault diagnostic experiments of machine rotor system illustrate that the proposed method outperforms the method in [4] which never considers the overall uncertainties. In a word, the experimental results show that the proposed method can enhance accuracy and reliability of data fusion-based diagnosis system.
